ABSTRACT: Why would elites or masses in an ethnically distinct region ever opt for “alien rule” over national independence? Literature on secessionism and post-secession foreign policy, both primordialist and constructivist, typically posits “ethnic” explanations: groups accepting alien rule either lack sufficient national consciousness or face difficulties in mobilizing this consciousness. An opposing school reacts by denying ethnicity is anything more than a post-hoc rationale designed to disguise the real motives for secessionism: greed or political ambition. An alternative perspective, grounded in psychological research, argues that strong national consciousness does not necessarily entail separatism but is still an important part of the separatist equation. Specifically, separatism can be understood as one product of a commitment problem that is intensified by ethnic distinctions. But since separatism is only one way to address the commitment problem, even highly nationally conscious groups may advocate the preservation or creation of a union by addressing the commitment problem in other ways. The choice between “separatist nationalism” and “unionist nationalism” tends to involve political economy considerations. This is demonstrated through a detailed case study of Kazakhstan’s relationship to the USSR and Commonwealth of Independent States, a highly challenging case since its consistent unionism is almost universally attributed to “ethnic” factors: a lack of national consciousness and/or its large ethnic Russian population. The findings not only better account for Kazakhstan’s behavior, but also help explain puzzles related to the European Union and provide insight into how to solve and prevent ethnic conflict.
Why would elites or masses in an ethnically distinct region ever opt for “alien rule” over national independence? This question lies at the heart of theoretical debates on secessionism and post-secession foreign policy. Indeed, in almost every multiethnic country that is considered an “ethnic hotspot,” one can find minority regions that prefer union to secession. Yugoslavia claimed the unionist Montenegro as well as the separatist Slovenia; the Nigerian First Republic included Yorubaland as well as the self-proclaimed Biafra; Spain contained quiescent Catalonia as well as the contentious Basque country; and the USSR possessed pro-union Central Asia as well as the independence-minded Baltic republics. Similarly, where such unions ultimately collapsed, we find some new states (like the Central Asian states and Montenegro) at least initially advocating much greater levels of integration within the territory of the former union than are others (like Ukraine and Slovenia).

Theorists have advanced a multitude of explanations, but most boil down to an argument that national consciousness lies at the causal core of these kinds of patterns. One such set of theories, including many leading “constructivist” works, posits that not all groups are equally conscious of their ethnic distinctiveness. Those groups most willing to accept alien rule (foregoing secession and accepting integration in a union dominated by other groups) thus tend to be those whose sense of national consciousness, for historical or institutional reasons, is weakest.¹ A related school concurs that ethnic consciousness drives separatism but argues that the most important variable is not consciousness itself but the ability to mobilize such sentiment. That is, if all groups may want to act collectively so as to realize nationalist goals, those groups that have most the resources or opportunity to advance separatist demands powerfully will tend to be the ones that do so.² While “resources” produce the variation, the driving force behind


² Such works tend to develop a logic of either political opportunity structure (POS) or resource mobilization (RM). One variant of the POS school shows how groups increasingly mobilize and escalate nationalist demands as the state liberalizes. See: Jane Dawson, *Eco-Nationalism: Anti-Nuclear Activism and National Identity in Russia, Lithuania, and Ukraine* (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1996); and Paul Mojzes, *Yugoslavian Inferno: Ethnoreligious
separatism is still assumed to be a natural desire of a nationally conscious ethnic group (however formed) to have an independent political existence. While such approaches make intuitive sense and surely capture at least part of observed reality, they have a very hard time explaining why we see widely different attitudes to alien rule among ethnic regions with very similar “national” historical experiences and very similar political opportunities and resources. These “ethnicity-based” theories are then often driven to what strongly appears to be a certain tautological reasoning: groups are presumed to have a weak national consciousness because they do not display the separatism that is considered to be a sign of national consciousness. This problem has led some other works to discount the importance of ethnicity altogether, seeing it as merely a tool used or public-relations disguise for the pursuit of other goals, notably economic or political gain; the national idea is almost entirely eliminated as a driving source of behavior. But this approach encounters a different problem: failing to explain why “ethnicity” is almost always implicated in the most important modern instances of secessionism and why manipulative elites would invoke ethnicity at all if it really had no behavior-driving power of its own.

The present paper seeks to advance a somewhat different way of thinking about separatism. Instead of arguing that separatism is motivated by ethnicity itself or that separatism is not at all about ethnicity, the present study contends that what drives separatism is a “commitment problem” that can become particularly difficult when ethnic distinctions are involved. That is, a central government fails to commit credibly to protect the interests of a territorially concentrated minority ethnic group, with credibility being judged by the minority group itself. This approach leads us to an important insight: Secession is not the only way for a minority group, even a highly nationally conscious one, to deal effectively with a central government failing to protect that group’s interests. Another possibility notably includes advocating central government reform while promoting local ethnic favoritism, adopting institutions that privilege the local group (hereafter the “titular group”), so as to minimize the risk of loss that this particular group bears by staying in the union. Such loss, should it occur, is effectively shifted to other groups.


4 This paper thereby provides new theoretical underpinnings for important work emphasizing the power of “ethnically accommodating” central institutions to reduce demands for separatism. See Nancy Bermeo, “The Import of Institutions,” *Journal of Democracy*, v.13, no.2, April 2002, pp.96-110; Hechter 2000; Arend Lijphart, *Democracy in Plural Societies: A Comparative Exploration* (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977); Lustick,
consciousness is not necessarily incompatible with strong unionism. What induces an ethnically distinct and territorially concentrated group, in response to such a commitment problem, to opt for either “unionist nationalism” or “separatist nationalism”? This cannot be explained by variation in consciousness or mobilization resources/opportunities since a nationally conscious group could use these resources/opportunities to mobilize either for or against the union. Instead, it is argued, nationally conscious groups with the necessary resources and opportunities for mobilization choose between unionism and separatism largely through a logic of political economy.5

To demonstrate the problems facing ethnicity-totalizing and ethnicity-negating approaches and the usefulness of the commitment problem approach, this paper turns to Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan represents a very challenging case for the present theory because almost all case-specific explanations of its behavior, by comparativists and area specialists alike, tend to cite ethnic causes. Specifically, observers frequently note that Kazakhstan did not seek independence when the Soviet Union collapsed in late 1991 and have generally treated its unionism as an obvious result of one or two of the following ethnic factors.6 First, Kazakhs did not until recently constitute a majority in their own republic. In 1989, Kazakhs made up just 40 percent of the republic’s population, sharing the territory with a huge group of Russians (38 percent). The picture is even starker when one considers language: 47 percent of the population considered Russian its native language, as opposed to just 39 percent claiming Kazakh.7 These Russians, the argument goes, have compelled President Nursultan Nazarbaev to appease them with close ties to mother Russia.8 Others argue that Kazakhs themselves had only a weak national consciousness, precluding separatism, and that such a consciousness only began to develop after Kazakhstan found itself an independent state.9

Challenging this prevailing wisdom, the present paper argues that Kazakhstan’s unionism is best explained not so much by reference to ethnicity pure and simple as by a political economy

6 For example, Martha Brill Olcott, “Central Asia’s Catapult to Independence,” Foreign Affairs, Summer 1992, v.71, no.3.
logic in the presence of an ethnically charged commitment problem. Kazakhs are found to have been highly nationally conscious with an acute sense of “ethnic” grievance against the Russian-dominated USSR, a consciousness and sense of grievance at least as acute as that found in leading separatist Soviet republics like Ukraine. But whether they liked it or not, the Kazakhs were faced with a stark reality: Their republic was underdeveloped relative to other republics (including Russia) and depended heavily on Russia for basic consumer and industrial goods. This notion was ingrained in mass consciousness during the 1980s and 1990s, producing a strong desire not to break ties with the union. Moreover, Kazakhstan’s ethnic Russians shared this understanding of the republic’s relative poverty, a fact that made them acutely fearful of Kazakh separatism. Thus separatism was rejected both before and after the USSR’s dissolution whereas a unionist policy of local ethnic favoritism and union restructuring was adopted. This argument has the benefit of accounting not only for Kazakhstan’s behavior, but for that of more developed republics such as Ukraine and the Baltic states; people in the latter republics were more developed economically and accordingly did not possess the sense that they depended on Russia so heavily for the process of economic development and for obtaining advanced consumer goods. This fact left their leaders freer to pursue a separatist solution to the commitment problem since both the titular groups and local ethnic Russian populations had less to lose from separation.

The paper begins by summarizing the theory of ethnicity, commitment, and political economy that underlies this paper and by showing how the widely accepted ethnicity-based arguments, which cite a lack of Kazakh national consciousness and the presence of Kazakhstan’s large ethnic Russian population, do not stand up to comparative analysis. It then documents the importance of Kazakhstan’s “discourse of dependency” and demonstrates its implications for Kazakhstan’s relations with the USSR, the Russian Federation, and its own population both before and after it became an independent state.

MAKING ETHNICITY MATTER: SECESSIONISM AND UNIONIST NATIONALISM

The present study builds on a theory of ethnic identity developed elsewhere by the present author, an approach grounded in psychological research that begins by examining why individuals identify with ethnic groups in the first place. Identity, it is posited, is usefully seen as the set of “points of personal reference” that an individual employs to navigate the social world, to define his or her relationship to the environment and to draw conclusions about the range of ways that the environment is likely to affect him or her. Groups are defined by
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11 See Hale 2000. The case of Ukraine is considered in depth in a book manuscript by the author.
12 For an elaboration of this approach and its grounding in the psychological literature, as well as a discussion of its relationship to primordialism and constructivism, see Henry E. Hale, “Explaining Ethnicity,” Comparative Political Studies, v.37, no.4, May 2004, pp.458-85.
13 That identity is primarily about self-location in the social world has a long pedigree in the field of psychology, with a pioneering work being George H. Mead, Mind, self, and society, edited by C.W. Morris, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1934). Vast social psychological research has since led scholars toward the conclusion that the desire for subjective uncertainty represents a fundamental force driving humans to categorize themselves into groups and attach meaning to these groups. See Michael A. Hogg and Barbara.-A. Mullin, “Joining groups to reduce uncertainty,” in Dominic Abrams and Hogg, eds., Social Identity and Social Cognition (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1999), pp. 249-79; Rupert Brown, Group processes (Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 1988); Lowell Gaertner, Constantine Sedikides, Jack L. Vevea, and Jonathan Iuzzini, “The ‘I,’ the ‘we,’ and the ‘when,’” Journal of
perceived common relationships to particular points of reference. Specific aspects of one’s identity (including groups) become important to a person when they are perceived to constrain or otherwise influence that person’s fate in significant ways. “Identification” with a group, then, is the process of placing oneself in a meaningful group. Some aspects of identity, by virtue of visibility, different forms of accessibility, and correlation with other fate-influencing points of reference, can come to be used by individuals as shorthands for drawing conclusions as to how a wide range of things are likely to affect them in a complex environment. “Ethnic identity” simply refers to a subset of these points of personal reference with certain properties that facilitate the categorization of people in ways that are easily linked cognitively or deliberately with understandings of a person’s life chances. Physical markers, for example, have proven to be useful (if imperfect) cognitive shorthands for identifying members of different communities. Linguistic or cultural markers are similarly useful and are inherently noticeable since they involve barriers to communication. Very importantly, power-holders (especially state actors) can make certain traits into important determinants (not just indicators) of life chances by taking actions that in fact tie life chances to the possession of these traits. Because ethnic identification is a means of making sense of the situations that people face, the particular group categories (points of personal reference) that people invoke to interpret a particular situation can differ from situation to situation depending on which categories are most accessible to the individual in that situation and which best fit the particular situation, providing reasonably accurate clues for navigation relative to alternative accessible categories. Identity, then, is inescapably situational, more so than frequently admitted in even constructivist literature, and the particular identification that is “most important” for a person can change entirely and instantly when that person moves from situation to situation.

Since this paper examines the case of Kazakhstan, it is helpful to illustrate some of these notions with reference to this country. Clearly, “identity” in Kazakhstan is rich and diverse. Social scientists have accordingly documented the importance of regional, clan and/or horde identifications in the country. Moreover, these authors show that the type of identification they study is sometimes more important than a broad identification with the category “Kazakh” in the particular sorts of situations they analyze. At the same time, these arguments do not mean (and are not taken by the authors to mean) that there are not other situations in which Central Asians (be they Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Uzbek, or Turkmen) feel they have more in common with each other personality and social psychology, v.83, no.3, 2002, pp.574-91; and Johan M. G. Van der Dennen, “Ethnocentrism and in-group/out-group differentiation,” In Vernon Reynolds, Vincent Falger, and Ian Vine, eds., The sociobiology of ethnocentrism (Athens, GA: U. of Georgia, 1987), pp.1-47.


15 One of the best demonstrations of this is Kurzban, Tooby, and Cosmides 2001.


than with someone else they might encounter; this might happen if representatives of each group travel together to, say, the United States or Brazil and encounter people behaving according to the strange customs there. All this reinforces the old finding by some outstanding works on the situational nature of ethnicity: “Who you are” depends on the person or persons with whom you are in relationship in a particular situation.18 In his or her town center in Kazakhstan, for example, a person may be treated as a Kipchak. In Tajikistan, this same person might be treated more generally as a Kazakh. And in Moscow, this individual might be seen either as a Kazakh, a “Central Asian,” or a “Muslim”—just not “Russian” or “Slavic.” And just as he or she is treated this way, he or she is likely to feel the importance of these different “levels” or “aspects” of identity in interactions with these others. None of these levels of identification are mutually exclusive and the fact that one completely dominates individuals’ choices of action in one situation provides no grounds for concluding that it is dominant in another.19

To understand the role of ethnicity in the politics of secession, therefore, it is necessary to analyze the nature of the secession situation. To the extent that ethnicity is a self-locating device rather than a set of values that inherently privileges “independent statehood” over all else, we must begin by rejecting the notion that national independence is an end in itself for ethnic groups. That is, ethnicity becomes important to people because people perceive it to be significantly determinative of their life chances. How, then, does the question of secession relate to life chances? At least in principle, secession inherently represents a limitation in life chances since it restricts the space in which people can operate (or increases transaction costs involved in cross-border operation). Indeed, there are generally always potential mutual gains in life chances to be had from two regions uniting since unification creates economies of scale and a broadening of opportunities. But critically, what is not almost always to be had from a union is the certainty that these net gains will be distributed equitably or “fairly” in any sense among regions or groups within the union. The union can thus attempt to keep the union together by making a commitment to distribute the gains from union in a way that, net, benefits a potentially separatist region or group in some way.20

When regions are clearly defined and correspond to ethnic distinctions, however, such commitments can become hard to make credible. This is because ethnic distinctions, due to their usefulness as cognitive shorthands summarizing multiple points of personal reference and telegraphing a wide range of historically grounded information on the probable behavior of other groups vis-à-vis one’s own group, can fairly easily take on new shorthand meaning when they appear roughly correlated with other factors impacting life chances. Simple interregional or center-periphery distributional disputes, even those with roots entirely outside the realm of ethnicity, can easily become ethnically charged and fraught with emotion as people (perhaps cued by leaders) invoke them as confirmation for expectations of lifelong limitations on their own life chances at the hands of other groups. When ethnic and center-periphery distinctions are widely perceived to overlap at least roughly, then, it becomes more easily thinkable that group discrimination might occur as part of center-region relations within the union. Secessionism is a
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20 The union can also make a second kind of commitment, beyond the scope of this paper but analyzed by the author in a draft book manuscript: to oppose any separatist movement in such a way that the costs of secessionist mobilization outweigh the potential benefits.
way for a set of people to escape a threat of such discrimination. This is why virtually all important instances of state secessionism in modern times have involved significant distinctions that can be considered ethnic. This is also why secessionism is a particular concern in ethnofederal states like the USSR in 1990 and 1991, where regional boundaries (embryonic states) are pre-formed and pre-invested with ethnic content.

Critically, however, secession is not the only effective response to this commitment problem. Instead, even an ethnic group that is highly self-conscious and that associates its ethnic identity with a real threat of exploitation along center-periphery lines in a potential or existing union state (hereafter, a “nationally conscious” ethnic group) might seek stronger guarantees of its interests within the union state. One option would be to strengthen the “ethnofederal” nature of the state, weakening central prerogatives and strengthening the degree to which the local ethnic group dominates locally based institutions of power and controls local resources. Such a unionist response can be seen as avoiding the transactions costs associated with secession (including potential violence), leaving open the possibility of reaping the potential gains of union, and simultaneously reducing the probability of ethnic exploitation by raising the costs that the centrally dominant group would bear in attempting to implement the worst forms of it. The local group might additionally bargain for greater representation in the central government, thereby adding further assurance that other groups will not be able to use central institutions to make the local group worse off than it would have been by seceding. We thus see that a highly nationally conscious ethnic group facing a problem of credible commitment in the union might still opt not to secede, but instead to work within the union to address the commitment problem through nationalizing policies in its own region and efforts to restructure union institutions so as to make them more reliably benign. Similarly, highly nationally conscious groups whose representatives already control independent states might agree to join unions that they view as economically or otherwise beneficial. We thus have the possibility of unionist nationalism.

Because ethnicity is a form of “social radar” rather than an inherently separatist motivating force, and because the real motivating force is instead an implicit (if not conscious) calculation of long-term gains and losses (life chances) associated with a commitment problem, whether strong national consciousness leads to secessionism or unionist nationalism is likely to depend on the degree to which the group could expect to gain or lose from staying in the union. Variation in territorially-concentrated groups’ expressed willingness to remain in a union, therefore, is likely to result (at least in part) from variation in their regions’ expected gains (or losses) from remaining in the union state. This helps us explain why many studies have found strong evidence that secessionism is correlated with economic positioning in union states. It
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21 Defined here as “incorporation of the region into the union on terms such that it is economically worse off than would most likely be the case if the region were an independent state encountering no resistance on the part of union authorities” (Henry E. Hale, unpublished book manuscript, Chapter 4, p.2).

22 Such a solution might resemble the kind of federalism or autonomy arrangements envisioned by Bermeo (2002), Hechter (2000), Lustick et al. (2004) and Stepan (1999).

23 Such a solution might resemble consociationalism, as theorized by Lijphart 1977.

24 The definition of nationalism used in this paper is that given by Hechter (2000: 15): “collective action designed to render the boundaries of the nation congruent with those of its governance unit.” Critically, as Hechter explains, governance units are not necessarily full-fledged states, but can be sufficiently autonomous entities within other political entities, including states.

25 This distinction between group and region is important; even minority groups that are actually in charge of a region can strive to redistribute the whole region’s gains from union so as to benefit themselves (the minority group).

26 See footnote 5.
also accounts for why highly nationally conscious groups such as Estonians and Lithuanians struggled mightily to escape a reformed Soviet Union but then proved equally eager to sacrifice some hard-won sovereignty so as to join a new union project, the wealthy European Union. The pages that follow seek to demonstrate the power of this logic to explain the case of Kazakhstan, a particularly difficult case since most accounts involving more than a statistical treatment consider its relationship to the USSR and post-Soviet integration initiatives to be a classic instance of “ethnicity-driven” behavior, as described above.

ASSESSING ETHNICITY-BASED THEORIES: KAZAKH NATIONALISM

While a full account of the intricacies of Kazakh national consciousness is beyond the scope of this paper, there is strong reason to believe that the Kazakh ethnic group was in fact sufficiently nationally conscious by the early 1990s for its members to have sustained a separatist movement vis-à-vis a Russian-dominated state. Bearing in mind the theory of ethnicity discussed above, the key point is not that Kazakhs possessed a clear and compelling sense of themselves as belonging to a community called “the Kazakh nation” that inherently desired political independence. Nor is the claim that ethnic identity is the universally dominant dimension of identity in Kazakhstan. Indeed, this paper’s thesis is entirely consistent with an argument that other forms of identity are more important than ethnicity in most situations that Kazakhstanis encounter. Instead, the claim is limited but powerful: (1) people we call “Kazakhs” clearly perceived an important commonality with each other in contradistinction to a collective entity called “Russians” or “Slavs” when it came to the particular situation of relations between Kazakhstan and the USSR or the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); and (2) they believed this difference between “Kazakhs” and “Russians” mattered in ways that potentially had significant implications for the life chances of individuals that were perceived by both sides to be in the “Kazakh” group. The “ethnic” seeds of nationalism were sown; it is another question, dealt with in a subsequent section of the paper, why what sprouted was not separatist nationalism (as resulted in other Soviet republics like Ukraine) but unionist nationalism.

Kazakh National Consciousness

Kazakhs and Russians overwhelmingly and readily identified physical and cultural markers that distinguished them from each other during the period in question. Kazakhs, it was widely understood, possessed darker complexions and more Asiatic features than the stereotypical Russian. Likewise, Kazakhs traditionally spoke a Turkic tongue, as opposed to the Slavic Russian language. While many Kazakhs were fluent in Russian, 97 percent still claimed Kazakh as their native tongue in 1989. It has been noted that many Kazakhs claiming Kazakh as their native language were not in fact able to speak the language well and instead primarily spoke Russian, but the fact that they identified with the Kazakh language so strongly as to name it anyway is powerful evidence of ethnic identification in and of itself. These nationality distinctions were reinforced by decades of Soviet policy that institutionalized these ethnic differences, tying individuals’ job prospects and sometimes entire life trajectories to whether or...
not people were officially recognized as being “Kazakh.” Indeed, many works published before the USSR’s demise viewed such Soviet policies as providing the ethnic basis for serious future nationalist challenges to the USSR in other republics, and Kazakhstan was no exception.

Even more importantly, these ethnic distinctions were fraught with grievous wrongs that could easily have been publicized by politicians to mobilize Kazakhs for a strong secession movement. These wrongs were at least as heinous as those perpetrated by the Soviet regime on Ukrainians or the Baltic peoples, who did in fact mobilize successful independence drives in part on the basis of such grievances. The most egregious crime suffered by the Kazakh nation involved the collectivization campaign of the early 1930s. Although virtually all Soviet nations knew tragedy as a result of collectivization, Kazakhs suffered especially greatly because they were a nomadic people still primarily engaged in animal husbandry throughout the 1920s. In the early 1930s, the zealous socialists forcibly rounded up Kazakh herdsmen and their families, forcing them into collective farms, often on some of the worst land in the region. Many Kazakhs resisted, and by most estimates, over 1.7 million of them perished in this push, and another estimated half million fled to places like Mongolia and China. As if wiping out nearly half the Kazakh population was not enough, Moscow governments also brought in waves of Slavic settlers, rendering Kazakhs only a small minority in lands they had previously dominated. Thus the Kazakh population fell from 91.4 percent in this territory in 1850 to 57.1 percent in 1926 to a mere 29 percent by 1962, after Khrushchev had pushed hard to settle people (mostly Slavs) in Kazakhstan’s “Virgin Lands.” Due to all this plus linguistic russification programs that Moscow imposed in the 1950s and 1960s, the Kazakh language receded from most areas of administration and the economy, remaining dominant mainly in poor, rural Kazakh villages. Additionally, the Soviet government used parts of eastern Kazakhstan as a testing ground for its growing nuclear arsenal for decades, usually not protecting or even warning the local population, mostly Kazakhs. This, according to one Kazakh official, amounted to an “undeclared nuclear war” on the Kazakhs. Adding to the list of potential grievances, Soviet economic mismanagement led to the gradual disappearance of the Aral Sea straddling Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. It seems clear, then, that Kazakhstan’s litany of national grievances against the Soviet Union was at least as strong as that of the Baltic states and Ukraine, and was probably, in and of itself, even more compelling than that of the Baltics given the sheer numbers of Kazakhs that met their deaths at the hands of the Soviets.

Not only was a set of major grievances available for potential composition into a nationalist narrative, we find that Kazakh opinion-shapers did in fact articulate such a narrative and did so in ways that could easily have been used to justify separation from the Soviet Union. In 1990, the newly elected parliament of Kazakhstan voted to declare May 31 a day dedicated to remembering the victims of the famine of 1931-33. The resolution declared that the attempt to

33 On Ukraine’s grievances, see the author’s draft book manuscript.
sedentarize and collectivize the Kazakhs between 1930 and 1932 caused the population of the country to drop from 5.9 million in 1930 to just 2.5 million in 1933. It also voted to erect a memorial to these victims, as well as to victims of repression from the 1920s-50s generally, in Almaty. One Kazakh historian even cited “the famous Anglo-American historian,” the noted anticommunist Robert Conquest, to show that Kazakhs as a group lost at least 49 percent of their population due to collectivization. Thus M. Kh. Asylbekov blames such national crimes, as well as Soviet efforts to settle Kazakhstan’s “Virgin Lands” with Slavic settlers in the 1950s, for diluting the population of Kazakhs in Kazakhstan.

Kazakh media both prior to and shortly after the USSR’s dissolution were laden with lament for the fate of Kazakh language and culture under Russian rule. Very importantly, we find these grievances articulated strongly in the Russian-language press in Kazakhstan, the least likely venue in which to find a nationalistic Kazakh discourse. Many decried that the Soviet Union twice altered the official Kazakh script, changing it from Arabic to Latin in 1928-9 and then from Latin to Cyrillic in 1940, cutting Kazakh children off from their own written history and culture. Kazakh cultural elites particularly bemoaned that in the 1960s, the USSR closed many of the Kazakh-language schools it had created in previous decades. Abish Kekilbaev, chairman of the parliamentary Commission on Nationality Policy and the Development of Culture and Language, thus averred: “At the present time, of 50 social functions that are necessary for any language for normal functioning life, the Kazakh language realizes only about 10.” In the same article, he gave voice to another widely cited fact: While most Kazakhs spoke Russian, only about one percent of Russians had bothered to learn Kazakh. Top officials were also acutely (and publicly) aware that very few newspapers and theaters used the Kazakh language. Kekilbaev summed up fears about the Kazakh language: “There has arisen a real danger of its degradation and gradual disappearance, and together with it its national culture.”

Kazakhs reserved even stronger words for the nuclear tests that the Soviet Union carried out in Kazakhstan. The president of Kazakhstan’s Academy of Sciences, U.M. Sultangazin, raged that the USSR conducted above-ground and atmospheric nuclear explosions from 1949 to 1963 in the Semipalatinsk region of the republic. “These explosions I qualify as a crime against humanity. State organs held the local population in total ignorance regarding the conducted tests, and when people are not psychologically prepared for experiments, their destructiveness can double and triple.”

Kazakh media has typically taken on a more nationalistic slant in its coverage and analysis. Nevertheless, even into the 1990s most ethnic Kazakhs relied on Russian-language media for information (Schatz 2004: 80-1).
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34 Vedomosti Kazakhskoy SSR 1990, articles 395, 398.
37 Kazakh-language media has typically taken on a more nationalistic slant in its coverage and analysis. Nevertheless, even into the 1990s most ethnic Kazakhs relied on Russian-language media for information (Schatz 2004: 80-1).
38 Asylbekov 1991 p. 45.
41 Sovety Kazakhstana, no.16, 13-19 August 1990, p.2.
inhabited by Kazakhs, paying not the slightest attention to their safety. Chemical and bacteriological tests were conducted in such areas, as well, he stated.43

President Nazarbaev himself focused on another Soviet-inspired ecological disaster, the continuing disappearance of the Aral Sea. In a speech to the very first session of the newly elected Kazakhstan parliament in May 1990, he declared this led to “huge economic losses”: As the water receded, not only were fish farms hurt, but harmful salts were exposed that then blew into neighboring regions, contaminating soil and causing illness.44

Perhaps the most dramatic Kazakh event under Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev’s reign was the December 1986 violence, both a manifestation and a spur for the further development of a certain Kazakh national consciousness. On December 16, 1986, at Gorbachev’s initiative, a Kazakh Communist Party plenum replaced the ethnically Kazakh Dinmukhamed Kunaev, the long-reigning first secretary of the Kazakh Communist Party, with an ethnic Russian, Gennady Kolbin.45 By the next day, the KGB reported, crowds had poured onto the capital city’s Brezhnev Square, with some holding up signs reading: “To each people its own leader (vozhd’)”; “Long live the Leninist nationality policy” (a reference to Lenin’s affirmative action, or nativization, policy favoring titular ethnic groups in their own republics); and “We are for the voluntary merger of nations, not forced.”46 The relatively peaceful “disturbances” lasted for nearly two days and spread to other major cities. According to one eyewitness account, Nazarbaev and two other senior ethnic Kazakh officials were trotted out to Brezhnev square to calm the crowd, declaring that they themselves had backed the decision to appoint Kunaev. Upon hearing this, the demonstrators interrupted with shouts of “traitor” and began pelting the speakers with snowballs.47 In the end, the authorities sent in troops, who violently drove the students from the square. Reports vary as to the number of dead, ranging from 2 to 280. Over 2,000 more were detained by authorities.48

Few claim that the 1986 riots were directed against “Russians” in general. But at a minimum it represented a sizable uprising directed at countering a perceived threat to at least one segment of the ethnic Kazakh population, a segment that found it possible and useful to characterize this threat as occurring along ethnic lines.49 This is clear from the kinds of signs that some demonstrators raised in Brezhnev square, as well, most obviously, as the pretext for the rally. Some Kazakh scholars interpreted these riots, in fact, as the direct expression of a whole host of national grievances on the part of the Kazakh nation.50 Indeed, the riots were also highly significant in that they themselves became an important part of the development of Kazakh national consciousness, providing yet another major grievance against the center. While the authorities quickly sought to throw the most politically acceptable light on these events, calling them the work of hooligans and corrupt circles in need of punishment, it was argued that few in the republic believed these accounts.51

45 Ayaganov 1990, p.2.
46 Asylbekov 1991 p. 43; and Ayaganov 1990, p.2.
50 Ayaganov 1990, p.2.
51 Ayaganov 1990, p.2; Olcott 1993, pp.318-9.
Overall, it seems clear that Kazakhs in Kazakhstan were sufficiently conscious of a difference between themselves and “Russians” (or at least “Slavs”) to perceive ethnically charged threats to both individual and community coming from the central Moscow government and to be willing to act to counter those threats. Very importantly, it does not matter if any such “Kazakh” identification was not very salient in most areas of life for ordinary citizens. Nor does it matter so much how robust or heartfelt was their sense of themselves as being specifically “Kazakh.” What matters is that they identified broadly with this community of people in a way that sharply differentiated them from Moscow-based Russians when interpreting how they were treated by the Soviet central government, and the historical record provides strong evidence that this was the case. Kazakhs even jumped the proverbial gun by engaging in the first major nationality-inflected uprising of the Gorbachev era, and its repression only fueled the national “fire.” Equally importantly, we have seen how Kazakhs themselves (including the Kazakh leadership) articulated these very grievances. Why, then, did this sense of national consciousness and grievance not drive the Kazakhs to follow Ukraine or the Baltic states in seeking to secede from the USSR? The following paragraphs discuss a second “ethnic” answer to this question.

The Ethnic Russian Population in Kazakhstan

When accounting for Kazakh unionism, most observers cite an important fact: Kazakhs were a minority in their own republic during the Gorbachev era. And not only this, but Russians and other Slavs collectively made up about half of the population, and this half was concentrated heavily in northern regions that bordered Russia itself. This, the argument goes, would have forced any Kazakh leader to appease the Russian population by seeking to remain in a union. This argument is quite persuasive, and in one context, I made it earlier myself. While the logic is itself correct, it is correct only in the context of a broader theory of what makes ethnicity matter, and then only with reference to a logic of political economy like that elaborated above. This section demonstrates that the “large Russian population” argument, as most simply and commonly stated, fails to hold up to comparative analysis of other former Soviet republics and, upon closer examination, is very weak even when applied to Kazakhstan alone. The question then becomes: Why does the Russian population matter decisively in Kazakhstan while large non-titular populations do not matter so much elsewhere?

Looking at the whole range of 53 ethnically designated regions that inhabited the Soviet Union as of 1991, there is no evidence that large populations of ethnic Russians generally tended to dampen secessionism. An earlier study by the present author sought to investigate just this and found that republics and other ethnic regions with large Russian populations were no slower to declare sovereignty after Gorbachev’s liberalization than were those where titular groups completely dominated the population once other factors were taken into account. Treisman, in an independent study, likewise found that the separatist activism of ethnic regions within the Russian Federation was completely unrelated to the share of Russians among residents there.

Even a cursory look at some other former Soviet republics corroborates the statistical findings. In the USSR, both Latvia and Estonia had very large Russian populations, and Latvians would have been a minority in their titular republic with just a three-percent total swing
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in population in 1989.\textsuperscript{55} Yet both of these republics were among the \textit{very most ardent} separatists in the late Gorbachev period and Russia did not succeed in using these populations to destabilize these countries or otherwise force them into a less separatist stance. Indeed, some theory generated through case studies of Baltic countries contends that republics with larger Russian populations tend to display \textit{more} ardent nationalism and conflictual relations with ethnic Russians because larger Russian communities pose greater threats of cultural extinction to the titular community.\textsuperscript{56} The case of Ukraine provides another reason to question the simple “Russian population” explanation of Kazakhstan’s unionism. Ukraine contained the strategically important Crimean peninsula, which was mostly populated by ethnic Russians, which had a storied history with Russia, and which even voted into power a bloc simply called “Russia” in parliamentary elections following the Soviet collapse. Yet just as the Slavs of Narva failed to compel Estonia even to moderate its separatist demands, Crimea failed to hold Ukraine back and actually produced a majority \textit{local vote for} Ukrainian independence in December 1991. Even starker evidence that “ethnic percentages” do not always matter is provided by Abkhazia, whose titular population made up under 20 percent of its population as of 1989 but which launched and sustained a vigorous drive to break away from Georgia. There thus appears to be no need for a minority group, once in charge of the regional state apparatus as Kazakhs were in Kazakhstan, to make up a majority of its own regional population in order to push for secession.

The ethnic factor alone, therefore, does not take us very far. The key question that must now be asked is why did Kazakhstan, unlike the Baltic states and Ukraine, choose not to push or nudge its Russians towards independence, but instead to cater to them on the issue of a union with Russia?

\textbf{KAZAKHSTAN’S DISCOURSE OF DEPENDENCY}

The answer, it is argued, lies in the political-economy-based logic of secessionism elaborated earlier in this paper. Ethnic Kazakhs clearly had sufficient consciousness as Kazakhs (or at least non-Russians) to perceive the possibility of ethnically charged maltreatment under any Russian-dominated state. If the only way to react to such a possibility were secession, then Kazakhs may well have joined other groups in working toward secession and then distancing their new country from Russia. But another strategy was available: reducing the possibility of victimization not by seceding but by restructuring the union in a way that would provide it with more limited autonomy while privileging the local group in the distribution of resources such as political positions and jobs in the economy. This, it is argued here, was particularly appealing to Kazakhstan’s leadership because of its widely perceived underdevelopment in comparison with Russia and the most separatist other former Soviet republics. This relative lack of development made the prospect of complete separation from Russia less desirable to Kazakhs and more terrifying to the local ethnic Russian community than was the case in other, more economically developed former Soviet republics with significant ethnic Russian populations.

While Kazakhstan contained some regions that were fairly highly developed industrially, especially in the ethnic-Russian-dominated North, it was significantly less developed than Russia on the whole in the late 1980s and early 1990s. As of 1989, 57 percent of Kazakhstan’s population lived in urban areas, as opposed to 74 percent in Russia and 71 percent in Latvia. Its industry cumulatively produced 620 rubles worth of consumer goods per capita in 1988, far less

\textsuperscript{55} USSR census 1989.

than the 1,190 produced in Russia and the 2,570 in Latvia. That same year, retail commodity turnover in Kazakhstan amounted to 1,070 rubles per person, significantly less than Russia’s 1,400 rubles and Latvia’s 1,860. An index of underdevelopment compiled by Russian economist Oksana Dmitrieva also placed Kazakhstan on the least developed side of the scale. While Russia and Latvia ranked as the most developed republics overall, scoring a “1” on her index, Kazakhstan managed only a 5, just one notch away from Tajikistan, which scored a 6 as the least developed republic in the USSR. Accordingly, Kazakhstan primarily exported raw materials, and mainly to Russia. For example, coal from the Pavlodar region supplied over 100 electrical power plants in Russia. This raw-materials focus forced Kazakhstan to import a great deal of technology and finished goods. For example, the republic imported about 60 percent of its consumer goods. In addition, much of the industry Kazakhstan did have was defense-connected or metallurgical, not directly related to satisfying consumer needs or desires.

Kazakhstan’s residents and leader clearly perceived this state of affairs as it was firmly embedded in political discourse about relations among the former Soviet republics. For example, the draft platform of the People’s Congress of Kazakhstan, a political movement led by the popular poet and anti-nuclear activist Olzhas Suleimenov (then tacitly backed by President Nazarbaev), declared in 1992: “Today’s Kazakhstan is an agrarian country with extensive animal husbandry, but with a sizable mining and metal-producing industry and a little-developed processing industry.” One top official in the Kazakh State Committee on Statistics and Analysis (formerly the economic planning agency) agreed that Kazakhstan’s exports were of “a raw material character,” a term frequently encountered in economic discussions in the republic. As a result, declared another Kazakh writer in 1991, Kazakhstan had to import 60 percent of consumer goods from other Soviet republics via Moscow. “The ugly structure of industry is becoming a huge brake in the struggle by the republic for real economic sovereignty,” he lamented. Thus President Nazarbaev, on the first anniversary of Kazakhstan’s independence, blamed the rupture of ties between the former Soviet republics for the economic woes his new state was now suffering.

Some stressed that Kazakhstan was wealthy by virtue of its vast natural resource endowment, especially oil and natural gas. As of 1994, Kazakhstan was the only former Soviet republic besides Russia to be a net exporter of crude oil and was estimated in 1993 to possess 0.5 percent of the world’s proven oil reserves (though most agreed its unproven reserves were likely even larger) compared to Russia’s 4.8 percent. Yet the republic faced a basic infrastructural
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problem: its refineries were linked to and equipped for Russian oil sources while its own oil, located on the opposite end of the country and differing qualitatively from Russia’s, had to go to Russia for processing. There were no pipelines linking Kazakhstan’s own oil fields to its own processors. Even were the refining problem solved, the only export pipelines during this period traversed Russia while other alternatives all faced major political obstacles. This, said Nazarbaev, was keeping Kazakhstan from becoming a major producer and exporter. A union was thus seen as necessary to allow Kazakhstan to develop maximally even though it was oil-rich. As Kazakhstan’s Socialist Party co-chairman said in a 1994 interview with the author, wealth is not what lies under the ground, but is instead what you can use for your own ends.

While popular discourse as reflected in media must be considered an elite discourse that may not be found among masses without access to these media, we can consult some of the few public opinion polls conducted during this period to explore whether elite discourse was in line with broad mass understandings. The data that do exist confirm that residents of Kazakhstan broadly perceived Russia as better off. In one poll taken in February 1994, the Giller Institute asked residents of Almaty to identify the 1-3 republics of the former USSR with the highest standards of living. By far the most Almaty residents, 41 percent, chose Russia. Thirteen percent indicated Latvia and Estonia and 11 percent picked Lithuania. Only 11 percent said that Kazakhstan had the highest standard of living, the same percentage as chose Turkmenistan. Asked which republics had the lowest standards of living, a plurality (30 percent) indicated Kazakhstan, while 22 percent replied Tajikistan. Only 2.5 percent picked Russia, and only 0.25 percent listed any of the Baltic states. The director of another reputable polling agency that conducted private surveys for corporate clients reported that his data revealed essentially the same thing: People compared the situation in Kazakhstan with that in Russia and concluded that it was better in Russia. Kazakhstan’s masses, therefore, did seem to be in line with the republic elite’s “discourse of dependency.”

Overall, Kazakhstan in the early 1990s possessed a strong sense of dependency on Russia that was based on a broad perception that Russia was significantly wealthier and was its main source of finished goods, especially consumer products. These sentiments permeated political discourse about relations between the two republics throughout the 1990s. While Kazakhstan’s oil wealth potentially allowed it to escape reliance on Russia, permitting it to build infrastructure that could enhance its ties with other sources of even higher-level technology goods (such as Japan or the West), its geopolitical situation left it virtually no way to realize this goal, at least in
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the short to medium run. As Nazarbaev put it: “We...have only one cauldron and we are forced to boil in it for a long time.”

KAZAKHSTAN AND THE UNION: HOW ECONOMIC IMPERATIVES PLAY OUT

With separatist pressure mounting in the Baltic republics and ethnically charged conflict raging in Nagorno-Karabakh in the late 1980s, the Soviet leadership sought in 1990 to draft a “New Union Treaty” that it hoped each republic would voluntarily sign. After a bungled coup attempt triggered the breakup of the Soviet Union, Russia then led an effort to reintegrate the former Soviet countries in the framework of the CIS. This section traces Kazakhstan’s position on these developments, demonstrating that it consistently backed preserving a strong union and, once the union finally collapsed, supported adding substance to the CIS. Moreover, it shows that Kazakhstan’s consistent willingness to accept alien rule was framed primarily in terms of its economic underdevelopment vis-à-vis Russia and most of the rest of the former union. Very important, however, Kazakhstan combined this economy-minded unionism with a strong desire to restructure central union institutions and to preserve enough autonomy to privilege ethnic Kazakhs at home, thereby protecting them from risks associated with remaining in a Russian-led union.

Kazakhstan and the New Union Treaty

In 1990, the USSR created a working group to consult with representatives of the different union republics and solicit their proposals for the New Union Treaty. In a report following the first round of consultations in the summer of 1990, experts from this group stated that Kazakhstan took a relatively conservative position, expressing strong support for a union but vagueness on the specific powers the new center would wield. Kazakhstan’s leaders were most outspoken in making sure that “native” groups (read: Kazakhs) got special status in union law. They also declared that the union was “ecologically expedient,” hinting at a strong desire to have the Soviet Union clean up the messes it had made in the Aral Sea and the Semipalatinsk nuclear testing grounds. It also probably reflected the extant hope that a new union might revive its previously abandoned plan to divert a major Siberian river to rehydrate the parched plains of Central Asia.

Kazakhstan also submitted its own draft treaty to the working group in mid-1990, and an analysis of it confirms the republic’s essential economic unionism and concern to insulate itself from Russian domination within this union. The draft declared that one of the main goals of the new union would be to strengthen the union state and that this state should be compelled to “regulate” and “equalize” the levels of socioeconomic development of the republics by means of subventions and subsidies. It also claimed all property in Kazakhstan, including natural resources, as its own. As for political organs, each republic would have equal numbers of representatives in the union parliament, a clause obviously against the interests of the most populous republic, Russia.
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Meanwhile, the republic’s Supreme Soviet (parliament) was busy drafting a “declaration of sovereignty,” bringing up the rear of what observers were calling the “parade of sovereignties.” Such declarations had been considered radical when first made by Estonia in 1988 and then by a handful of other republics prior to 1990. But once Russia declared itself sovereign over its own territory on June 12, 1990, such a declaration came to be seen as necessary in order to bargain for resources and rights from the center. After a long series of negotiations among different parliamentary factions, including representatives of the ethnic Russian community, Kazakhstan’s Supreme Soviet finally approved its own sovereignty declaration in October 1990. It first and foremost stressed the need for a union, on which virtually all participants in the negotiations agreed, and stated explicitly that the declaration was the basis for the conclusion of a New Union Treaty. At the same time, however, it sought to firmly establish local control over local instruments of power. It claimed for Kazakhstan property rights to virtually everything in the republic and reserved for it the right to create its own national bank and customs service. While an earlier draft had unambiguously declared outright the primacy of ethnic Kazaks in Kazakhstan, the final draft reflected that the parliament had softened its language in response to ethnic Russian representatives. The preamble thus began by stressing that the state was responsible to all of Kazakhstan’s citizens. Nevertheless, the final draft still claimed responsibility and concern for the fate of the specifically Kazakh nation, including Kazaks who did not live in Kazakhstan. Article 12 even declared a special concern for Kazakhs living outside of the republic.

Kazakhstan’s position on the union remained essentially unchanged through 1991. In early 1991, after Gorbachev had called a referendum on whether to preserve the USSR, the republic’s Supreme Soviet appealed to the parliaments of other republics, and implicitly to Kazakhstan’s own electorate, to support the union, citing economic concerns as central. The February 1990 appeal read:

Without doubt, in our mutual history there are serious reasons for mutual resentments, disillusionments and doubts. These have been given birth by decades of rule by a command-administrative system, usurping power in our common home, appropriating for itself the right to speak and act in the name of peoples. To do away with the totalitarian past is only possible together, only uniting efforts. The Kazakh people, and all the people of the republic do not conceive of themselves outside our united Fatherland, the preservation of which answers both the political and economic interests of multinational Kazakhstan. The collapse of the Union would inevitably bring with it the complete collapse of the economy of the republic, the sharp exacerbation of the standards of living of millions of people, would throw us all back whole decades, and would do irreparable harm to cooperation with countries of the world community. We do not have another path available, other than that towards the renewal of the Union on the basis of the conclusion of a Union Treaty between sovereign, equal republics.

Few surprises awaited Nazarbaev on referendum day: Over 94 percent backed the union while only 5 percent opposed it. Although support was overwhelming in every region, the Russian-dominated areas of the North showed the greatest fervor. Shortly thereafter, deputy parliamentary speaker Serikbolsyn Abdildin declared:

For many years our republic developed as a natural resource base, thus in the current situation, in essence, the complete collapse of the unified economic complex of the country, the rupture of established
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productive-economic ties would be felt in the most ruinous fashion, and would bring with it irrevocable consequences. Therefore we must find new forms of cooperation with the other union republics, create the conditions most favorable for the appearance of free goods producers and the development of economic initiatives and entrepreneurship, and also attract foreign investors.85

At a summit in June 1990, Nazarbaev even joined with other Central Asian leaders in calling for the USSR to revive its Siberian river diversion plan so as to save the Aral Sea and irrigate the region.86

On August 18, 1991, a group of hardline Soviet officials attempted to remove Gorbachev and derail the New Union Treaty, due to be signed by Russia, Kazakhstan and certain other republics just two days later. When the USSR parliament first convened to assess the aftermath of the coup, Nazarbaev was one of the first voices to echo Gorbachev’s own call to preserve the union, even as many other republics rushed to claim true political independence. Over the next three months, Kazakhstan participated actively in Gorbachev’s efforts, even agreeing to send a delegation to the new union parliament that Gorbachev sought to convene in mid-October.87 In this process, Kazakhstan gave top priority to negotiating what was dubbed the Economic Community among Soviet republics, ultimately signing its charter in October.88

Also in mid-October, Kazakhstan’s parliament passed a law that would give President Nazarbaev a popular mandate by having him directly elected by his constituents. The law was clearly crafted to ensure that a Kazakh was elected. To become president, a person had to speak both Kazakh and Russian and had to have lived in Kazakhstan for at least 10 years.89 While Nazarbaev ultimately ran unopposed, we can nevertheless glean insight into his sense of the republic’s political situation by examining his campaign themes. Interestingly, he seems to have become even more unionist while running for office. Most generally, he strengthened his earlier appeals to preserve the union, frequently citing economic reasons. In one November 1991 article, he advocated a political amalgamation that would retain below-market prices for goods traded in the union.90 Nazarbaev also stressed the tight ties that bound Kazakhstan to the union, both economically and “spiritually.”91 The incumbent additionally emphasized the need to preserve internationality accord in the republic, saying that without it, Kazakhstan could not solve any of its economic problems.92 Nevertheless, Kazakhstan became independent by default in December 1991, when the leaders of Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus decreed the dissolution of the USSR and the creation of the CIS.

We thus find that Kazakhstan’s leadership consistently pushed for the New Union Treaty during 1990 and 1991. It framed the issue and justified its actions primarily in terms of its relative underdevelopment and its economic dependence on the rest of the union, secondarily citing the need to maintain interethnic peace. This was no mindless unionism, as some of the more simplistic accounts of Central Asian docility seem to imply it was. Instead, the republic pursued central institutional restructuring, greater republic autonomy, and Kazakh control of local resources (political and economic) as a way to reduce the likelihood of exploitation by Moscow.

85 Sovety Kazakhstana 26 April 1991 pp.1, 4-5.
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Kazakhstan and the CIS

While Kazakhstan’s leader did not originally want the CIS, he almost immediately became its most ardent champion once it had supplanted the USSR. Although Nazarbaev consistently repressed extremist forces, broad support was evident for this pro-integration stance across the country’s political spectrum. Nazarbaev thus persistently pushed for primarily economic but also political integration in a way suggesting that the driving force behind its unionism was the widespread perception of economic dependency.

In a major article published soon after the USSR’s dissolution, Nazarbaev outlined his development strategy for Kazakhstan, announcing a “social contract” with the people. The most fundamental goal was for Kazakhstan to join the ranks of the economically highly developed countries. Over the next 7-10 years, Kazakhstan would make great strides to overcome the “raw-material character” of its economy, focusing on the development of infrastructure. Then, in the following 5-7 years, Kazakhstan would become a new industrialized country. Close ties to Russia were a key part of this plan. In that same article on development strategy, the Kazakh president declared that “military-political and economic unions, ensuring the security and sovereignty of Kazakhstan” were among his main goals. Nazarbaev was not relying solely on Russia, however, declaring that another major goal was to raise his republic’s prestige in the world, finding a niche in the world economy.

In any case, stressed Deputy Foreign Minister Kassymzhomart Tokaev (soon to become foreign minister and later prime minister), Kazakhstan’s foreign policy had to be motivated by the need to solve domestic problems. “In other words,” he said, “it is necessary to create favorable external conditions for the economic transformations in the republic.” At the regular meetings of CIS heads of state, Nazarbaev pushed for a hard “core” of states within the CIS that were willing to pursue real integration. In March 1994, Nazarbaev made his most famous plea for integration, calling for the creation of a “Eurasian Union.” This union would have a common market, common borders, a coordinated foreign policy, an integrated “cultural and spiritual space” and even a common parliament to rectify a situation in which “each state is going its own legislative way.” While the proposal generated much discussion, it failed to find active support as even Russia proved lukewarm.

Nazarbaev and his top deputies pushed hardest for unification in the economic sphere, arguing that the rupture of economic ties greatly hurt economic production in Kazakhstan. First and foremost, Kazakhstan needed Russia’s giant market. Nazarbaev stressed that much of what Kazakhstan produced could not be marketed in the West but could be in an integrated CIS due both to the quality of the goods as well as the pipeline issues discussed above. At CIS summits in the early 1990s, therefore, Nazarbaev called for a number of specific institutions that
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would have real power in the sphere of the economy, including an Economic Court with sanctioning authority and a CIS Interstate Bank, neither of which materialized. The year 1993 also saw two other Kazakhstan-backed initiatives wax and wane — the CIS Charter and the Economic Union. Prime Minister Sergei Tereshchenko stated that the CIS Economic Union should involve not only agreed monetary and credit policy and a free trade zone, but also “gradual leveling,” implying a policy of union subsidies designed to raise the levels of development of the least developed republics, including Kazakhstan.

Some statistics help paint the bigger picture of Kazakhstan’s activity in the CIS. The author obtained all 318 CIS documents put forth for signing by republics during the critical formative period between the organization’s December 1991 inception through May 1993 and coded them based on content. Kazakhstan, it emerges, signed 312 of the 318 documents, second only to Russia, which signed 315. Ukraine, by contrast, signed 229 and Azerbaijan just 72. Of these agreements, Kazakhstan inked 118 of the 121 that created some kind of central CIS organ. Nazarbaev’s republic also signed all 118 documents in the field of economics. Kazakhstan entered official “reservations” on only four documents, all of these relating to security matters in early 1992. These reservations generally sought to ensure that Kazakhstan itself would have a say in things like the use of nuclear materials and testing sites and the appointment of officers to command posts. Ukraine, in contrast, registered 40 reservations, with Moldova entering the second-highest total of 27.

One of the most telling episodes involved the “ruble zone,” the territory in the former union where the Russian ruble still circulated as the main official currency. Nazarbaev initially was a staunch supporter of Kazakhstan’s remaining in the ruble zone, declaring that Kazakhstan would leave it only if forced, even in the tumultuous months of fall 1991. Russia in fact was showing increasing reluctance to sustain the ruble zone, its reformist government seeing it as complicating crucial marketization reforms, and began pushing for major changes. On September 7, 1993, Kazakhstan joined Uzbekistan, Armenia, Belarus and Tajikistan in agreeing on a “ruble zone of a new type” with Russia. Unlike an earlier (May) agreement, this accord required signatories essentially to harmonize their customs, tax, budget, banking and foreign currency legislation with that of Russia, as well as to ensure the free movement of goods and labor across their borders. After meeting these preconditions, each signatory also had to conclude a separate bilateral agreement with Russia and were required to achieve a stable exchange rate between any national currency they might have and the ruble. Russia’s Central Bank alone would govern emissions of the ruble. Having agreed to all of these conditions, representing a great degree of economic integration, Kazakhstan then proceeded to conclude the required bilateral treaty with Russia. In these negotiations, the reform-oriented Russian government demanded not only that Kazakhstan surrender nearly all rights to emit credit and conduct economic policy to Russian oversight (and possible veto), but also that Kazakhstan provide Russia with gold, hard currency reserves and other highly liquid assets to help back the currency. Strikingly, Kazakhstan’s government and central bank chiefs signed this treaty on September 23, 1993, essentially founding the ruble zone of a new type. In urging parliament to support the draft in his address to open the new session, Nazarbaev admitted that the agreement amounted to a loss of some sovereignty, but declared that Russia was also waiving some of its
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sovereignty and that this was all being done “for the sake of preserving independence in the future.”

Perhaps even more telling of the position Kazakh leaders perceived themselves to be in, Nazarbaev declared that to leave the ruble zone would force Kazakhstan to adhere to the even harsher conditions of the International Monetary Fund in order to stabilize its own currency. While Kazakhstan still planned to have its own currency eventually,

> If we now will introduce our own currency, we must submit to the International Monetary Fund. Will we not then fall into even greater dependence? For the introduction and backing at a viable level of our own currency, we must have a reserve of 3.5 billion dollars and 40-50 tons of gold. In addition, the budget deficit must not exceed 3-5 percent. We will have to reject social programs, which will inevitably provoke tensions in society. Are we ready for this today?...To leave the ruble zone immediately today is impossible. In order to become a truly sovereign state, truly independent, we must now waive part of our sovereignty. In the opposing case, we could lead things into a financial collapse, and financial collapse is the collapse of the state.

These remarks reflected the Kazakhstan elite’s perception that unification with Russia would, in fact, provide some kind of net subsidy to Kazakhstan, helping it support social programs and the like which would not otherwise be possible. They also reflected a remarkable willingness to merge economically with Russia, even to the point of foregoing joint control and letting Russia itself dictate policy. It is not surprising, therefore, that when the Russians finally made clear to Kazakhstan’s leaders that not only were they purposefully taking every conceivable measure to ensure that they did not end up subsidizing states like Kazakhstan, but that they even expected Kazakhstan to pay for the service and that they were perfectly willing to withhold ruble supplies until Kazakhstan fully complied, Kazakhstan’s leaders somewhat bitterly backed out of the deal. The prime minister declared that negotiations had finally broken down in early November 1993. On November 10, Nazarbaev met Uzbek President Islom Karimov, and the two leaders agreed to coordinate their departures from the ruble zone, introducing national currencies simultaneously on November 15. In so doing, both pledged to continue working for integration in the CIS, particularly on an economic union, including the formation of a customs and payments union.

Poll results indicate that leaving the ruble zone was quite an unpleasant surprise for the vast bulk of Kazakhstan’s population, although the new official line that “an independent state must have its own currency” seems to have mitigated the opposition of much of the Kazakh population. As late as October 1993, a poll of 900 residents of six Kazakhstan cities showed that 62 percent of the respondents believed that Kazakhstan would remain in the ruble zone, while only 32 percent had expected the republic to introduce its own currency. That same poll found that 86 percent of the urban population wanted to remain in the ruble zone, while only five percent preferred to leave it. While one must keep in mind that urban areas tended to be dominated by Russians and russophone Kazakhs, these numbers are still surprisingly large. Importantly, southern respondents (where more Kazakhs are concentrated) were only slightly less in favor of the ruble zone. Thus once Kazakhstan did announce the impending arrival of
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the Tenge, panic erupted among the population, producing a huge run on old rubles.\textsuperscript{109} After the fact, a poll of Russian-speakers in seven major urban areas revealed that a plurality thought that the introduction of the Tenge would lower the standard of living of the population.\textsuperscript{110}

Blaming Russia itself for resisting reintegrative initiatives, Nazarbaev continued to advocate greater integration in the post-Soviet space and to frame the demand primarily in economic terms even after the ruble zone’s demise, although little of actual import had come of it as of 2005.\textsuperscript{111} During this period, Nazarbaev became part of a “union of four” states advocating the tightest integration in the CIS and signed onto a CIS customs union as well as a collective defense organization.\textsuperscript{112} Nazarbaev even renewed his call for a new common (and jointly controlled) currency with Russia in 2003.\textsuperscript{113} New to this post-ruble-zone discussion, however, was more explicit talk of Kazakhstan independence as a self-contained rationale for policy as the prospects for real integration in the CIS dimmed and as Kazakhstan’s own institutions became more established.

\textbf{THE KAZAKHIFICATION OF THE STATE}

Kazakhstan thus dealt with the “ethnic” risks of union not by breaking with Russia, but by seeking to restructure union institutions and by solidifying ethnic Kazakhs’ hold on their “own” state apparatus. Indeed, even during the Soviet period the republic government actively promoted Kazakh language and culture and Kazakhs came to be disproportionately represented in top state offices. Even though Kazakhs were a minority in their titular republic, representatives of this group came to dominate its politics thanks largely to a Brezhnev-era policy of appointing republican communist first secretaries who belonged to the eponymous ethnic group. While Gorbachev initially violated this policy, bringing upon himself the December 1986 uprising in Alma-Ata, by 1989 he had come back into line with the past and appointed an ethnic Kazakh, Nursultan Nazarbaev, as first secretary with all of the post’s attendant powers. Nazarbaev worked quickly to consolidate his authority in face of democratization trends that effectively weakened many republic first secretaries (like those of Belarus, Kyrgyzstan and Ukraine).

While the Kazakh president repressed the more radical proponents of Kazakh as well as Russian nationalism, he quite successfully promoted the induction of great numbers of ethnic Kazakhs into top administrative posts.\textsuperscript{114} For the first three years of Kazakhstan’s independent statehood, the main exception was Prime Minister Tereshchenko, a Slav who, significantly, grew up in a Kazakh village and was fluent in Kazakh.\textsuperscript{115} Nevertheless, even he was replaced by an ethnic Kazakh in October 1994. The Kazakh group predominated in top ministerial posts, including agriculture, defense, education, foreign affairs, oil and gas, internal affairs (police) and justice. Regional administrations, the heads of which were appointed directly by Nazarbaev, were also increasingly run by members of the Kazakh group, even in regions heavily populated
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by Russians. Overall, even though the Kazakh population was concentrated in the village, its members constituted 51 percent of the administrative personnel in Kazakhstan as of the mid-1990s. Kazakhs were also disproportionately represented in parliament, a trend that accelerated with the 1994 elections.

While concentrating in top posts people who had personal interests in preventing or counteracting any future attempt to exploit ethnic Kazakhs, Nazarbaev also led a cautious but determined effort to institutionalize the position of the Kazakh nation in Kazakhstan. Part of this effort was symbolic. The December 1991 Law on Independence thus declared that it was confirming the “right of the Kazakh nation to self-determination” and claimed responsibility for the welfare of ethnic Kazakhs living outside the republic. While the document did say that it was also expressing the will of the broader “people of Kazakhstan,” these people were said to be “united by the commonality of historical fate with the Kazakh nation,” composing with it a “single people of Kazakhstan.” This language, at once privileging the status of Kazakhs while not lowering the status of other nationalities, also permeated the constitution which Kazakhstan adopted in 1993. While Nazarbaev himself took pains to reassure non-Kazakhs, his speeches frequently stressed the primacy of Kazakhs in the republic. In a speech to the Forum of the Peoples of Kazakhstan on the first anniversary of independence, for example, Nazarbaev referred only to the Kazakhs as native and to the rest as “other peoples settling the republic.” Likewise, when he justified maintaining the territorial integrity of Kazakhstan in another forum, he did so primarily in terms of the rights of ethnic Kazakhs to their “historic homeland, age-old Kazakh land.” In this same forum, while he said that the state should guarantee equal rights to all nations in Kazakhstan, he also wrote that:

the interests of the native nation (Kazakhs) in individual instances will be stipulated in particular, as is done in a series of states. This concerns the revival of the national culture and language, the restoration of spiritual-cultural and other ties with the Kazakh Diaspora, and the creation of some kind of preconditions for the return to their homeland of people who were forced to leave Kazakhstan.

After Nazarbaev came to power in 1989, Kazakhstan actively pursued both of these main prongs of policy: reviving Kazakh language and culture and promoting the return of the Kazakh Diaspora. The Law on Independence of December 1991 gave Kazakhs abroad the right to claim dual citizenship with Kazakhstan and encouraged them to immigrate. Such Kazakhs, as a result, found Kazakhstan quite an appealing place to visit and settle thanks to generous financial

---

120 Edward A. Schatz characterizes this as “internationalism with an ethnic face,” a way of framing contradictory practices for public consumption that Nazarbaev successfully used to preserve inter-ethnic peace in Kazakhstan. The present paper’s account is compatible with Schatz’s account, helping explain why it was both successful and necessary in comparative perspective. See his “Framing Strategies and Non-Conflict in Multi-Ethnic Kazakhstan,” Nationalism & Ethnic Politics, v.6, no.2, Summer 2000, pp.71-94. See also Bremmer and Welt 1996 p.183.
and administrative incentives.\textsuperscript{124} Accordingly, Nazarbaev sometimes said it was not a problem for those to emigrate “who do not have deep roots on Kazakh soil.”\textsuperscript{125} By 1997, reports coming out of Kazakhstan were that the Kazakh population had broken the 50-percent barrier, clearly a goal for which its leaders had been striving. The 1999 census, which was conducted so as to register the highest possible number of people who could be categorized as “Kazakhs,” indeed found that “Kazakhs” were now the majority.\textsuperscript{126}

Nazarbaev took the initiative to promote the Kazakh language almost immediately upon becoming republic first secretary in June 1989. Within just two months, Kazakhstan had adopted its law on state languages, making Kazakh the only “state language” of the republic. Implementation of the law was originally to take place rapidly.\textsuperscript{127} On July 28, 1990, the republic leadership adopted a State Program on the Development of the Kazakh Language and Other National Languages in the Kazakh SSR that included even tougher measures. For example, applicants to universities, even where the language of instruction was Russian, would have to take their exams in Kazakh. In addition, knowledge of Kazakh was also officially to be considered in the promotion of cadres.\textsuperscript{128} The government softened these policies in the face of heated ethnic Russian opposition, however, in one instance essentially trading such softening in implementation for ethnic Russian support for the sovereignty declaration in the Supreme Soviet.\textsuperscript{129} Tensions continued to build on the language issue, however, and finally, in August 1995, a Kazakhstan referendum approved a new constitution that made Russian an official language alongside Kazakh.\textsuperscript{130}

There is clear evidence, overall, that top Kazakh leaders invested significant effort into entrenching the political position of their own group. Both indirectly and directly, they tested the limits of Russian toleration and pushed ahead as quickly as possible in institutionalizing the Kazakh language, thereby giving their members an advantage over Russians, who tended to know Kazakh far more rarely than Kazakhs knew Russian. They also symbolically promoted the idea of a Kazakh homeland and acted on it by giving top state positions overwhelmingly to ethnic Kazakhs. The republic also encouraged more Kazakhs to move into Kazakhstan while tacitly encouraging Russians and others to leave, further reinforcing republic leaders’ own position as well as their group’s security against future exploitation.

CONCLUSION

The present paper has taken a country whose well-known unionism is usually attributed to ethnic factors and used it to show the superiority of another approach, one grounded in psychological research on identity and attributing patterns of separatism first and foremost to problems of credible commitment and political economy in the potential union state. Indeed, something close to a consensus has emerged that nationally conscious groups naturally oppose alien rule. Studies of ethnic conflict, therefore, tend to explain a lack of separatism as being a natural result of a lack of national consciousness or barriers to tapping extant national consciousness. In the realm of post-secession foreign policy, too, countries pushing for closer
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ties to the former empire are sometimes regarded as lacking a historically developed sense of “national purpose” or as facing constraints that thwart it.¹³¹ Thus Kazakhstan, which has consistently advocated some kind of union with both the USSR and post-Soviet Russia, has been declared either to have weak national consciousness or to have been forced to compromise its national aspirations in the face of resistance from its large ethnic Russian population. The preceding pages have shown, however, that Kazakhs have had very strong senses of national consciousness and grievance throughout the 1990s and 2000s, even when compared to Ukraine or the Baltic states. In terms of nationalism, then, Kazakhstan is not a “dog that did not bark” but a “dog that barked in a different direction than theory expected.” That is, previous scholarship has tended to assume that national consciousness necessarily entails separatist aspirations, but this paper has shown that if separatism is primarily about a commitment problem and not about national consciousness, then nationally conscious people may respond to the commitment problem in ways other than separatism. One such response is unionist nationalism, which may be mobilized when a union is seen to offer, for example, the possibility of significant economic benefits relative to alternatives. Kazakhstan, less developed than the USSR’s leading seceders such as Ukraine and the Baltic republics, surely fits this pattern.

Understanding that there is no inherent aversion to alien rule (unless the claim is reduced to a tautology) has very important implications for understanding major developments in international affairs and for conflict-resolution outside the CIS. For one thing, it helps explain the otherwise baffling post-secession behavior of the Baltic states, which almost immediately upon realizing their leaders’ “dreams of national independence” began progressively ceding this independence to new union entities, NATO and the European Union. The fact that such a highly “nationalistic” people, unwilling to sacrifice an ounce of sovereignty to the USSR, could turn around and sacrifice much more than an ounce to the EU and NATO strongly suggests that what underlay the USSR’s crisis of unity was a historically rooted commitment problem that the European Union has managed, gradually, to overcome. This logic also suggests a good deal more optimism than is commonly ventured regarding the possibility of avoiding and resolving future “ethnic” conflict. If we can get the institutions right, providing a good mix of local autonomy and credibly benign central government while not educing “ethnic” conflict by presuming its existence or inevitability, we may make significant progress in reducing identity-charged conflict and violence.